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11M & PMR446 SOTA Tour  V6 

English version Updated : 25/02/2022  Validation : Contest activators 
11M & PMR SOTA is a de facto, non-profit association that receives neither subsidies nor contributions, we do 

not manage any cash, its members represented by all the activators, of all radio groups are completely 
volunteers. The 11M & PMR SOTA was created in 2011, with the ambition to promote SOTA-type radio activities 
on free bands through the competition: “SOTA Tour” open to everybody. We want to promote SOTA hunters and 
mobilize activators from all radio groups without distinction through a structured competition that respects 
certain ethical and logical rules. 

 
Our hands are outstretched in the direction of our Hamradio cousins, in order to promote the gathering of all 

radio bands combined and friendship without borders, in the spirit that animates any hiker in the mountains (we 
are all equal in the face of the mountain). 
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1. General 
 
The SOTA Tour contest is organized by the de facto association 11m & PMR SOTA, it is based on the work 
of radio amateurs with a few nuances: 
 
11m & PMR SOTA does not take into account the prominence of the summit link click HERE (difference in 
height between the nearest pass and the summit) to calculate the 150m difference in level. 
 
11m & PMR SOTA takes into account the difference in altitude made from the starting point of the hike to 
the summit with a minimum fixed at 150m of difference in altitude. The observation is simple, many 
belvederes are not valid on the SOTA Amateur Radio contest because of the prominence calculation. 
 
We reference SOTAs that meet our selection criteria to complete the list of Amateur Radio summits, so do 
not hesitate to express yourself on the newsgroup to ask for new references. 
 
11m & PMR SOTA has its own points system, which is different from that of Radio amateurs. 
Indeed, we use a global point system and not for each country (more information read chapter 7 in this 
same document). 
 
More information about 11m & PMR SOTA on our website: https://www.free-sota.fr/  
 
This contest is completely free for everyone. 
 

2. SOTA Tour objectives 
 
Promote the SOTA concept on the free bands (27 Mhz and 446 Mhz) without borders. 
Promote the spirit of friendship on the field under the guise of a physical and mental challenge. 
 

3. Who is the 11m & PMR SOTA Tour for? 
 
Everyone can participate in the 11m & PMR SOTA Tour (Hamradio, non-licensed operators, SWL, hikers or 
friends (with a simple PMR), all 11m radio groups or independent DXers...) and this, as a hunter or 
activator. 
 

4. SOTA Tour dates 
 
The Contest begins on January 1st and ends on December 31th of the same year (12 months). 

 

5. Hunters 
 
It is not necessary to register to be part of the hunter category. 
 
The objective of hunters is to contact as many SOTAs as possible during the year, they must imperatively 
check that the online database is valid, as it is updated: https://www.free-sota.fr/?page_id=28  
 
In the event of a problem (entry error, QRZ or other), please contact: sotamanagers@gmail.com who will 
check and correct the database if necessary. 
 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Topographic_prominence
https://www.free-sota.fr/
https://www.free-sota.fr/?page_id=28
mailto:sotamanagers@gmail.com
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6. Activators 
 
The objective of the activators (or SOTAïsts) is to activate one or more mountain peaks (SOTA) in 
accordance with the rules established in this same document. 
 
6.1 - Register a SOTA  
 
Activators must inform the organizers by completing the activation proposal form either via the website: 
click HERE  
 
Your request must be made as soon as possible and at the latest 24 hours before the start of the 
activation. 
 
6.2 - Technical and ethical obligations for activators 
 
Activators must complete a minimum of 150m of elevation gain from the start of the hike without any 
motorized assistance (while hiking) and activate from the summit. 
 
If the summit is not accessible (other hikers, risk of falling, any dangers, accessibility…), it is however 
possible to activate by respecting at least one of the two rules below: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A: Simply take 50 
steps from the 
highest point of the 
summit. 
 
You can activate in 
this perimeter (circle) 
to validate your SOTA 
activity. 
 
NB: See example on 
the left. 

B: With an 
altimeter, measure 
25m below the 
highest point of the 
summit. 

 
You can activate 

within this -25m 
perimeter to validate 
your SOTA activity. 

 
NB: See example 

on the left. 

https://www.free-sota.fr/?page_id=643
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The activation must be done by means of non-fossil energies (no generator and other motors…), you can 
use one or more batteries, solar panels, wind energy. 
 
It is mandatory to leave the activation sites clean and to take away your waste (butts of 
cigarettes, garbage cans, rubbish, miscellaneous waste, etc.). 
 
6.3 - Traffic logbooks mandatory 
 
Activators must imperatively fill in their traffic logbook (link Click HERE), there should be one per SOTA 
output (including on the same medium 11m + PMR). 
The log must be correctly typed in accordance with the recommendations of the document: link click 
HERE. 
 
Once completed, send your log in Excel (.XLSX) or OpenOffice (.ODF) format to: sotamanagers@gmail.com  
within a maximum of 15 days after the end of the activity. The same SOTA reference can be activated 
several times a year, in which case a new log should be created each time. 
 
6.4 - Activation proofs  
 
Activators must publish proof of the activity (photos, GPS readings, videos, etc.) and this maximum 15 
days after the end of their activity (in order to be able to validate the activated summit and verify that it 
has been climbed on foot).  
 
To publish your proof of activation, you can use the media of your choice: the newsgroup: click HERE, our 
Facebook page 11m & PMR SOTA: click HERE, by an article on the blue forum: click HERE, or a photo 
album. Don't forget to share the link on the newsgroup or on our Facebook page so that everyone can see 
it. For information, each end of the year we create a slideshow with the most beautiful photos of the SOTA 
Tour, so your photos are also appreciated, please send them to us at: sotamanagers@gmail.com . 
 
6.5 - Promote your SOTA (recommendations) 
 
We remind you that the success of a radio activation depends on the quality of the communication you 
undertake. We invite you to use the newsgroup: click HERE, to announce yourself on our Facebook page 
11m & PMR SOTA: click HERE, to write an article on the blue forum: click HERE, or on your personal 
website and blog by sharing the link to your article (think of those who do not have access to social 
networks). 
 
If you need help (graphic editing or promotion) write to us: sotamanagers@gmail.com  
 
6.6 - Activators - Hunters 
 
In order not to disadvantage the activators - hunters, the team of activators can log in (without obligation) 
from the SOTA that they have activated, in such case, they must note the QRZ(s) of the team in the last 
position in the log indicating QRG: "NO" / MODE: "SELF". 
 
Example : 

N° TYPE ACTIVATION QRZ RX OPERATOR   DATE UTC QRG MODE RS COMMENTS ALTITUDE 

1 SOTA 30ZZ/HU001 14XXX001 ERIC 06/08/2020 10H00 11M USB 55   1466 

2 SOTA 30ZZ/HU001 30HHH001 JOSE 06/08/2020 10H30 PMR FM 59   1466 

3 SOTA 30ZZ/HU001 30ZZ002 ROBERTO 06/08/2020 10H30 NO SELF 59   1466 

https://www.aht.li/3535072/EPST-ACTIVATORS-Logbook.xlsx
https://www.aht.li/3535073/EPST-IMPORTANT_-_LOGBOOKS.pdf
mailto:sotamanagers@gmail.com
https://www.radio-dx44.com/t9629-Aim-Operation-11m-SOTA-Newsgroup.htm
https://www.facebook.com/groups/freesota/
https://www.radio-dx44.com/f159-SOTA.htm
mailto:sotamanagers@gmail.com
https://www.radio-dx44.com/t9629-Aim-Operation-11m-SOTA-Newsgroup.htm
https://www.facebook.com/groups/freesota/
https://www.radio-dx44.com/f159-SOTA.htm
mailto:sotamanagers@gmail.com
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7. Validation criteria for a SOTA  
 
To validate a SOTA, it is necessary to make a minimum of 150m of unevenness without the help of a 
motorized vehicle. It is advisable to prove the place of its activation by explicit photos or videos. 
 

8. Scoring 
 
The 11m & PMR SOTA points system varies the number of points from 0 to 100 (100 points for Mount 
Everest). Contrary to the rules established by radio amateurs, these points depend on the height of the 
activated summit (in meters) which is multiplied by the following coefficient: 0,0113019891500904  
 
8.1 - Hunter Points - General 
 
Each SOTA contacted by a hunter grants him a number of points depending on the position in the traffic 
log. These points are decreasing according to the positioning in the traffic log (hence the importance of 
being attentive to a perfect filling of the traffic log by the activators). 
 
Example of degressive points on the first three contacts in the log: 
 

QSO N° Activated SOTA SOTA POINTS 

1 14ZZ/PE038 31,000 

2 14ZZ/PE038 30,999 

3 14ZZ/PE038 30,998 

 
Hunters accumulate SOTA points contacted during the 12 months of the SOTA Tour session. 
 
8.2 - Hunter Points - Features 
 
A SOTA release can be activated over several days, but will only include one log. 
 
The same SOTA can be activated as many times as desired during a session (one year) of the SOTA Tour 
with a new log at each release. 
 
example 14ZXZ001 is a SOTA hunter : 
First in the log, he contacts 14NN/PE001 Pic de Perdiguère (3222m : 36pts) le 15/01/2020 
First in the log, he contacts again 14NN/PE001 Pic de Perdiguère (3222m : 36pts) le 25/07/2020 
He will have accumulated: 36 + 36 = 72 points 
 
Only one QSO (QRZ) is valid per log (per SOTA output) and only the most favorable (the closest to the first 
contact) and this regardless of the band (11M or PMR446). 
 
example 14WWW026 is a SOTA hunter : 
First in the log, he contacts 14CCC/PE005 Pic de Maupas (3109m : 35pts), he is logged in 11M + PMR.  
It will only be counted once (QSO closest to the first contact and awarding the most points). 
 
8.3 - Activators points  
 
In order to maintain a good team spirit between the activators, there is no competition between them. 
This also aims to promote team activations in multi-calls and multi-groups. 
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9. Grounds for Disqualification for Activators 
 
9.1 - Absence of logbook 
 
In order to be able to count the points of the SOTA hunters, the administrators of the 11m & PMR SOTA need the 

logbooks of the activators in the absence of the latter, the activated SOTA cannot be indexed in the contest 
database and cannot will therefore not be accepted. 
 
9.2 - Absence of proof of activation 
 
In order to be recognized as a "SOTA" the Activators must respect the rules indicated in paragraphs "5.3" and "5.4" 

of this same document, otherwise the summits cannot be validated.  
 

9.3 - Use of an Internet relay 
 
In order to stay in the radio spirit, it is forbidden to use a VOIP PMR or 11m relay (via Internet) to make a 
QSO and to report it in the traffic log. 
 

10. Ranking and prizes of hunters 
 
10.1 - Ranking  
 
The ranking of the best SOTA hunters is updated throughout the year in the "results" section of our 
website, this ranking takes into account the number of accumulated points (the accumulated points of all 
the SOTA contacted by hunters). Hunters must check that the online database is valid as it is updated: 
https://www.free-sota.fr/?page_id=1532  
 
In the event of a problem (entry error, QRZ or other), please contact: sotamanagers@gmail.com who will 
check and correct the database if necessary. 

 

10.2 - Prices 
 
The SOTA Tour represents a sympathetic movement with limited financial means, to thank the five best 
SOTA hunters the following prize will be sent: 1 diploma in A4 format / sent by email. 
 

11. Communication - Our media 
 

Internet website: Click HERE 
Facebook page: Click HERE 
Newsgroup: Click HERE 
Forum: Click HERE 
SOTA Committee Email: sotamanagers@gmail.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.free-sota.fr/?page_id=1532
mailto:sotamanagers@gmail.com
https://www.free-sota.fr/
http://www.radio-dx44.com/redirect1/https:/www.facebook.com/groups/1853984981495948/
http://www.radio-dx44.com/redirect1/http:/www.radio-dx44.com/f370-11m-PMR-SOTA.htm
http://www.radio-dx44.com/redirect1/mailto:sotamanagers@gmail.com
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BE FREE-SOTA ! 


